Introduction {#cox036s1}
============

Aquatic fishes are naturally exposed to a wide array of infectious agents that can impact their performance and survival, yet mere exposure to a pathogen does not always result in disease development. Disease development is a manifestation that depends upon host susceptibility, pathogen virulence and environmental conditions ([@cox036C64]; [@cox036C26]; [@cox036C23]), and disease ensues when the host sustains sufficient damage to perturb homeostasis ([@cox036C5]). Compromised immunity in individuals living under stressful environmental conditions or those already responding to pre-existing infections can enhance disease susceptibility ([@cox036C70], [@cox036C71]; [@cox036C23]).

Highly virulent pathogens can cause acute diseases that affect both healthy and compromised individuals in a population. However, while we know that their impacts can be devastating under high density culture conditions where contact rates between infected and uninfected individuals is high ([@cox036C1]), there is some question whether acute diseases, often caused by viral infections, result in the same population-level impacts in wild populations due to reduced transmission potential at low densities. The exception would be fish species that school at high densities, such as herring, for which massive mortality events due to viral hemorrhagic septicemia virus (VHSv) have been observed ([@cox036C65]). Alternately infectious agents that cause chronic infections, allowing for broader transmission potential in low density populations, and impacting physiological performance rather than directly causing mortality, may, in fact, be more impactful in lower density fish populations ([@cox036C51]).

Traditional fish health investigations generally start with observed mortality, and utilize diagnostic methods to identify the cause of death of individuals in a late- or final-stages of disease. Histopathology visualizes damage to the tissue to identify the cause of death, to classify the disease, and if infectious, to identify directly or to propose the pathogen(s) that are likely causative. Parasitic and bacterial infections may be observable microscopically, but unless viruses form inclusion bodies, they are not generally visible. However, once a pathogen is suspected, targeted immunohistochemistry or in situ hybridization can be used to verify the presence of a specific agent, including viruses, and to localize the agent within the region of tissue damage. Pathogen culture can also be attempted for suspected viral or bacterial infections, but not all pathogenic species are amenable to culture. All of these approaches are most effective at resolving late-stage disease. Molecular technologies have improved diagnostics for viruses and other pathogens difficult to assay by traditional means ([@cox036C27]; [@cox036C36]), and can provide highly sensitive detections ([@cox036C44]). Recently, multi-pathogen monitoring systems for characterized agents have been developed using molecular \[microfluidics qPCR (described below); [@cox036C52]\] and serological (VirScan; [@cox036C40]) technologies, and metagenomics has been applied to identify novel agents ([@cox036C53]).

The challenges to our understanding of the role of infectious diseases in wild fish are numerous. In many environments, like the ocean, mortality events may not be readily observable, as dying fish may sink down the water column or be quickly taken by an array of marine, avian and terrestrial predators. Moreover, infectious diseases that impact physiological performance---e.g. swimming ability, visual acuity, schooling, feeding behavior, ability to maintain ion homeostasis---may considerably enhance risk of predation ([@cox036C51]). In such cases, where predators are abundant, it may be rare for infectious disease to directly kill fish, and as such, it may be difficult to sample fish at a late stage of disease development. As a result, while laboratory challenge studies may resolve pathogens capable of causing disease and impacting performance of wild fish, actually documenting their impacts in a wild context may require a new generation of tools that are more sensitive to resolving earlier stages of disease development than those traditionally utilized in the fish health diagnostic community.

We recently developed a high throughput molecular microfluidics approach to quantitate dozens of infectious agents (viruses, bacteria, fungal and protozoan parasites) in salmon in 96 samples at once ([@cox036C52]). This platform has been applied to resolve the spatial and temporal distributions of infectious agents in migratory salmon ([@cox036C51]), and could be easily modified to conduct strain-typing within a species to identify virulence factors or to aid in the interpretation of specific disease outbreaks, as has been done for human *Streptococcus* strain variants ([@cox036C12]). With our multi-agent quantitative monitoring system, we find that in wild migratory salmon, mixed infections are common, and few fish are agent-free. However, most individuals do not carry multiple infectious agents at appreciable loads (i.e. abundances). While pathogen loads are not a direct indication of disease, for pathogens causing acute diseases, there is greater potential for disease manifestation (i.e. damage) at higher loads ([@cox036C30]). In fact, truncation in load distributions, whereby there are fewer individuals carrying high loads of an infective agent than expected under a normal distribution, has been one method used by parasitologists to identify potential linkages between parasites and mortality in field-based studies ([@cox036C39]). However, documenting a physiological impact, be it at molecular, protein, cellular or whole organism level, would be a more direct and powerful means to demonstrate disease manifestation.

In the human health arena, molecular diagnostics of the host are increasingly being utilized to identify diseases and to characterize the molecular basis of cellular damage for the development of targeted therapeutants ([@cox036C63]). Because tissue damage is often caused by disruption of molecular pathways, molecular diagnostic tools can be highly sensitive to the detection of early stage disease even before cellular damage or outward symptoms are apparent ([@cox036C74]; [@cox036C2]). For infectious diseases, molecular tools can potentially distinguish between latent infections, where the agent may be detected but due to lack of pathogen activity there is minimal host response, from active, disease causing infections, where higher loads of infectious agents are present and strong differential activation of immunity and cellular processes that ultimately can lead to tissue damage (i.e. disease) occurs. What is less clear, however, is how well such methodologies would work in situations where multiple infectious agents may be present.

In a recent study on human viral influenza, researchers conducted an integrated, multi-cohort analysis over a broad range of microarray-based transcriptome studies to identify host biomarkers predictive of viral influenza as well as those predictive of general viral respiratory disease ([@cox036C2]). Uniquely, instead of carefully controlling a myriad of technical variables by choosing only studies conducted on a single array platform, a single tissue and designed in a similar manner, to increase the robustness of the biomarkers resolved, they instead incorporated variation in molecular platforms, tissues profiled, and included a range of study designs---some contrasting viral influenza versus healthy controls, others viral versus bacterial respiratory infections, with separate studies explored in discovery and validation sets. The biomarkers discovered could discriminate, based on host gene activity alone, individuals developing general viral respiratory infections, viral influenza, bacterial respiratory infections and disease free individuals. Not only did the biomarker panel resolved identify the presence of infectious disease before outward symptoms were present, but the panel was effective across saliva and blood samples. This study provides the foundation of the work that we have undertaken to identify biomarkers predictive of viral disease development (VDD) in salmon that can be applied alongside our broad-based microfluidics pathogen monitoring system to differentiate latent viral infections from the presence of viral disease. We are ultimately interested in expanding this technology to identify bacterial disease development and diseases associated with different families of microparasites.

The study undertaken herein identifies a host VDD biomarker panel that can effectively characterize the development of a viral disease state across a range of hosts, tissues and virus species. We started with a published study by [@cox036C34] in which transcriptome analyses were performed on Atlantic salmon from viral challenge studies for infectious anemia virus (ISAv), infectious pancreatic necrosis virus (IPNv), piscine orthoreovirus (PRv) and piscine myocarditis virus (PMCv), and analyses were undertaken to identify early viral response genes (VRG) differentially regulated across multiple viral diseases. While the VRG were not identified using highly advanced statistical methods, they served as a starting point for our multi-cohort data meta-analyses, which incorporated both our own transcriptome challenge studies and published, publicly available studies. In our approach, we focused much of our refinement of this initial set of biomarkers on in house and published microarray challenge studies based on an RNA virus endemic to salmon in British Columbia that was not part of the Krasnov study (infectious hematopoietic necrosis virus; IHNv). Validation of the 45 biomarker VDD panel was performed by applying microfluidics qPCR on samples from three sets of in-house studies independent of the discovery samples and analyses: (i) IHNv challenge studies to assess the classification ability of the panel across multiple salmon species and tissues, (ii) diagnostic samples from a BC Chinook salmon farm outbreak of viral jaundice/anemia to assess classification ability of fish undergoing a novel viral disease across tissues and (iii) diagnostic samples from moribund/recently dead farmed salmon collected as part of a regulatory audit program to discern whether the panel could distinguish (RNA) viral disease from bacterial and parasite-induced diseases. Our final application of the VDD panel was on naturally migrating Sockeye salmon smolts, some of which carried high loads of IHNv, to determine if a viral disease state could be detected in live-sampled wild fish.

Materials and methods {#cox036s2}
=====================

VDD biomarker discovery---published multi-cohort microarray datasets {#cox036s2a}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The research to define a suite of host biomarkers consistently associated with VDD in salmon across a range of RNA viral species began with multi-cohort data from publically available microarray datasets. Data from three published microarray studies were used in the initial identification of biomarkers associated with VDD across viral species. In [@cox036C34], the salmon SIQ array was applied to a series of challenge studies on Atlantic salmon based on four different salmon viruses, ISAv, IPNv, PMCv and PRv. This study aimed to resolve consistent VRG differentially regulated in early disease development for all RNA viruses in salmon, very similar to the objective of our research. Our study additionally aimed to determine if a viral disease state could be predicted both in the primary infective tissue and in non-destructive gill tissue, even for infections whereby gill tissue is not a primary target of the virus, and whether we could identify a panel that could additionally differentiate viral from bacterial disease states. The panel of 25 VRG identified by Krasnov and colleagues were utilized in virtually all evaluation and validation steps performed herein based on studies independent of the Krasnov study. However, as most of the published and in house studies explored herein were based on GRASP salmon arrays (16K and 32K; GRASP web.uvic.ca/cbr/grasp; B.F. Koop and W. Davidson), we first mapped the features defined in Krasnov across the SIQ and GRASP arrays for microarray exploration.

The second study considered was by [@cox036C66], which applied the SFA 2.0/immunochip (GPL6154; UKU_trout_1.8K_v1) on head kidney cDNA from Atlantic salmon challenged with two different field isolates of IPNv showing different levels of virulence \[NFH-Ar (virulent) versus NFH-El (avirulent)\], documenting host response elicited by each at 13 days post injection (five samples each plus four controls). The third study considered was by [@cox036C60], which applied the GRASP16k array on anterior kidney cDNA from Rainbow trout challenged with virulent and avirulent strains of IHNv \[4 controls, 4 IHNv M-type (virulent strain) and 4 IHNV U-type (avirulent strain)\].

Significant gene lists from each of these published challenge studies were combined to form signature CS0301u, representing the union of 532 features which formed the basis of exploratory analyses and refinement of the biomarker panel based on analyses of independent in-house IHNv microarray datasets (described below).

A fourth published study by [@cox036C38], whereby the cGRASP32K array was applied on head--kidney cDNA from Atlantic salmon at multiple time points post injection challenge with ISAv (81 samples including controls), was not used in the initial analyses, but the consistency in the directional activity of VDD biomarkers eventually identified was compared back to the findings of this study.

Molecular Genetics Laboratory (MGL) IHNv challenge datasets---refinement of viral disease biomarkers and qRT-PCR validation of VDD panel across species and tissues {#cox036s2b}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In 2005, we conducted a series of IHNv challenges (ip-injection and waterborne) on four salmon species \[Atlantic (*Salmo salar*), Sockeye (*Onchorhynchus nerka*), Chum (*O. keta*) and Chinook (*O. tshawytscha*)\] carrying different susceptibilities to the IHN virus (listed most to least, respectively). Anterior kidney collected from a portion of the fish from the ip-challenges was used in microarray studies, as described in [@cox036C50]. Herein, we explored the data from the microarray challenge studies to refine the CS0301u signature panel by identifying the features most consistently differentially regulated among salmon species as they developed IHN. We utilized the remaining fish and tissues from ip- and waterborne challenge studies as one of the four datasets applied to the qRT-PCR validation of the VDD panel.

Pacific salmon used in challenge studies were obtained from DFO hatcheries and moved to the fish holding facilities at the Pacific Biological Station. Atlantic salmon were obtained from a commercial freshwater production site. All experimental challenges were conducted with post-smolts, after gradually switching from fresh to salt water an acclimation period of several weeks was allowed prior to challenge. Experimental groups of fish were challenged with IHN virus (strain 93-057; genogroup U) by intraperitoneal injection \[0.1 ml with IHN virus containing 1.4−2.8 × 10^4^ plaque forming units \[pfu\] (slight variation among species)\] and by waterborne exposure to the virus (8.0 × 10^3^--1.2 × 10^4^ pfu/ml) for 1 h. Control fish were injected with 0.1 ml of sterile Hanks balanced salt solution.

Within each challenge study, five salmon were sampled on alternate day\'s post-challenge, and anterior kidney, liver, spleen and gill tissues were removed and flash frozen at −80°C until extraction. For each species, five control samples were also collected from uninfected fish at time point zero. Fish handling and microarray protocols followed [@cox036C50], and herein we only present the variances from this study (based on an Atlantic salmon ip-challenge). All microarray studies were performed using the salmon GRASP16K microarray. A pooled reference design was utilized to calculate relative gene expression ratios across samples. For all but Atlantic salmon, the standard reference was constructed by pooling the total RNA extracted from four tissues (gill, spleen, head kidney and liver) collected from Sockeye salmon during the injection challenge. In Atlantic salmon, a pooled reference that combined total RNA from all kidneys collected in an Atlantic salmon waterborne challenge experiment was used.

Samples available from challenge studies are shown in Table [1](#cox036TB1){ref-type="table"}A, which also depicts (in parentheses) the portion of samples analyzed for biomarker refinement from microarray studies. In each microarray study, a time-series of samples post-challenge (5 per collection date) was compared to mock-challenged fish collected on Day 0. Table 1:Experimental study designs for biomarker validation studies, by species and tissues sampled. (A) Total samples analyzed from IHNv challenges, with the subset analyzed in microarray analyses to facilitate biomarker discovery-refinement shown in parentheses. (B) Chinook salmon farm samples collected during a jaundice/anemia outbreak. Disease status was determined by a veterinarian at the farm site and confirmed via histopathology. Healthy controls were a combination of healthy fish from the same farm and fish from an adjacent farm with no jaundice. (C) Farm audit samples collected between 2011 and 2013 by quarter. Audit samples include moribund/recently dead samples from randomly selected farms throughout British Columbia. Mixed-tissue RNA samples for each individual were analyzed with the VDD biomarkers. (D) Gill samples from Sockeye salmon smolt outmigrants. Collections occurred over 3 years, 2007, 2011 and 2012 at the Fraser River Chilko Lake smolt fence. In 2012, smolts were acoustically tagged and tracked ([@cox036C29]). 2007 was a year of very poor smolt survivalA.TissueChallengeSockeyeAtlanticChumTotalHead kidneyInjected45 (45)40 (25)45 (20)Waterborne5011645GillInjected455Waterborne4511543Liver45Injected45Spleen45Injected45Grand total275276133**684**B.TissueTotalJaundice/anemiaGill3616Head kidney3516Liver3616Spleen3113Heart3616Grand total**174**C.YearQuarterAtlanticPacificTotal2011**11632**1242143346440122012**4610**1459211342013**7826**11121339164388Grand total24068308D.Year*N*2007142011182012181

Jaundice syndrome dataset---qRT-PCR validation of VDD panel across tissues on a natural viral disease outbreak {#cox036s2c}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jaundice syndrome is a disease impacting farmed Chinook salmon in BC that holds a striking resemblance to a disease in farmed Coho salmon in Chile ([@cox036C20]) and farmed Rainbow trout in Norway ([@cox036C56]). All are suspected to be viral-induced, with the PRv being the one virus common to outbreaks in all three species/countries; there has been no research to date to determine the nature of the relationship between PRv and these outbreaks. Anterior kidney, liver, heart, spleen and gill tissues were collected during a farm outbreak of jaundice syndrome, clinically characterized by jaundice and anemia, with collections including both sick and dying fish and healthy controls (Table [1](#cox036TB1){ref-type="table"}B). Disease classification was determined through veterinary diagnostics comprised of clinical and histopathology data.

Farm audit samples---qRT-PCR validation of VDD panel across viral and bacterial diseases {#cox036s2d}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Samples of dying farmed salmon were made available from the Fisheries and Ocean Canada regulatory farm audit program. These samples are collected to monitor background losses in production populations, to detect ongoing or recent health events within the industry, and to ensure reporting compliance with OIE (World Organization of Animal Health) listed diseases. Farm audit samples are collected on randomized BC farms, with one to six fresh silver (recently dead) fish sampled per farm audit in 2011--13. At the time of collection, clinical and environmental data are noted, and tissue samples are taken for histopathology, bacterial and viral culture and molecular analysis. Veterinary diagnostics were conducted on these samples prior to our application of the VDD, and were based largely on histopathology and clinical data. Our team had already conducted quantitative molecular analyses of 45 infectious agents known or suspected to cause disease in salmon on cDNA/DNA from combined tissues (heart, liver, head and anterior kidney, gill, pyloric caeca, spleen), so the backdrop of known infectious agents was determined for each sample. The VDD biomarkers were applied on this same cDNA from 240 farmed Atlantic salmon and 68 farmed Chinook salmon collected from 2011 to 2013 (Table [1](#cox036TB1){ref-type="table"}C). We utilized these data to assess the ability of the VDD to discriminate fish experiencing viral- versus bacterial- or parasite-induced diseases based on tissue pools.

Application to wild salmon {#cox036s2e}
--------------------------

The ultimate goal of the VDD biomarker development was to develop a tool that could not only identify the distribution of infectious agents in wild migratory salmon, but could also discriminate between latent viral carrier and disease states using a non-destructively sampled tissue. Throughout our larger research program we have utilized gill tissue (tips of 1--2 gill filaments) to biopsy fish with minimal impact on performance (reviewed in [@cox036C8]). Our final VDD validation study was based on Sockeye salmon smolts leaving their freshwater natal rearing lake (Chilko Lake in the Fraser River, BC). In 2012, we conducted an acoustic tracking study and assessed linkages between 18 infectious agents and 50 stress and immune-related genes and migratory fate. We showed that fish with high loads of IHNv and those containing a correlated antiviral type signature (including up-regulation of MX and STAT1, the two genes overlapping with the VDD biomarkers) generally disappeared within the first 80 km of downstream migration ([@cox036C29]), likely due to enhanced risk of predation by resident Bull trout ([@cox036C15]). We applied the validated VDD biomarkers on the 213 smolts from the Jeffries study collected at the Chilko smolt fence in 2007, 2011 and 2012 to determine if there was evidence of viral disease in these fish (Table [1](#cox036TB1){ref-type="table"}D).

Statistical approach {#cox036s3}
====================

Meta-analysis for VDD discovery {#cox036s3a}
-------------------------------

Analyses for the development of the VDD biomarkers was broken up into four segments (see schematic in Fig. [1](#cox036F1){ref-type="fig"}). The first three analysis segments utilized microarray datasets. The first segment simply combined the significant gene lists from the three published studies (into signature CS0301u), after first mapping the genes for each onto the GRASP microarrays upon which our own studies were based. The second analysis segment involved refining the CS0301u signature set by meta-analysis of the multi-species microarray datasets from our own IHNv challenges. In addition to validating signature CS0301u on Atlantic, Sockeye and Chum salmon challenge data (resulting in feature panels PB0P16-PBP019), this signature was also validated in combined Atlantic and Sockeye (PBP020), and combined Atlantic, Sockeye, Chum and Chinook salmon challenge datasets (PBP021) ([Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This multi-species, multi-signature approach focused on identifying robust biomarkers across species and viral pathogens. In each exploration analysis, genes with strong discrimination capabilities were identified using unsupervised clustering approaches. Unsupervised methods are exploratory in nature, but they can be applied to a subset of validation data based on a specific signature to identify a smaller set of genes that consistently separate groups of interest. We utilized the gene shaving algorithm which provides an automatic feature selection by applying principle component analysis (PCA) iteratively to 'shave off' genes and create a sequence of clusters with different sizes ([@cox036C24]). Final cluster selection is based on a comparison of specific cluster-variance measures with similarly derived measures for randomized data. This method offers the most 'coherent' subset of genes across a sequence of cluster candidates.

![Schematic of viral disease development (VDD) discovery, refinement, validation and application datasets. The VDD discovery dataset was identified from published microarray viral challenge studies that included five RNA virus species. In house (MGL) IHNv challenge microarray studies across four salmon species were used to refine the VDD panel. Analytical validations of the qRT-PCR assays developed to 45 biomarkers within the VDD panel was performed using independent in-house studies that tested discrimination abilities of the proposed VDD between latent and disease-associated viral infections across tissues, salmon and viral species, as well as differentiation of fish undergoing viral, bacterial, and parasitic diseases. The VDD panel was then applied to wild migrating Sockeye salmon smolts to discern whether wild fish infected with IHNv could be identified in a VDD state.](cox036f01){#cox036F1}

The third analysis segment involved exploration of the overlap between feature panels resolved by gene shaving (described above) and the consistency of their directional response both within the in-house and published microarray studies. These analyses yielded a feature panel of 38 biomarkers, coined CPS301, that were up-regulated across a range of RNA-viral challenge studies and salmon species based on the primary infective tissues for each ([Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As there were a number of potentially important genes resolved by [@cox036C34] that either did not map to the GRASP16K array or were removed due to quality issues, we added 15 additional biomarkers to our proposed VDD panel. This panel included some paralogs to the same genes (from Krasnov).

Development of TaqMan assays for universal deployment across multiple salmon species {#cox036s3b}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to develop TaqMan assays specific to the gene paralog of interest, all proposed VDD biomarkers were mapped onto the Atlantic salmon genome and gene paralogs identified. Where available, sequence alignments were generated to include gene paralogs from Atlantic and Pacific salmon species, and assays were designed to match only one paralog across all species. In general, we designed and tested 2--3 assays per targeted gene paralog. Assay efficiencies were determined on the Fluidigm BioMark HD platform using serial dilutions of mixed tissues derived from each species. Assays with efficiencies between 0.9 and 1.1 were considered optimal. Occasionally, assays did not work across all species, and alternate assays had to be used in some species. In some instances, none of the assays worked for certain species. Some of the proposed VDD genes did not have sufficient sequence data across species to design effective assays; these were dropped from our analysis. In total, 51 TaqMan assays to 45 biomarkers (some to paralogs of the same gene) were developed for validation across three independent datasets (Table [2](#cox036TB2){ref-type="table"}). Table 2:TaqMan assays applied in validation studies, including host VDD biomarkers, 3 host housekeeping genes and 12 infectious agents, performed on host cDNA. For the full list of assays used in the Chinook salmon jaundice study and audit studies, see [@cox036C52]DescriptionAssay nameGene IDBiomarker originF SequenceR sequenceProbe SequenceESTAssay efficienciesVDD biomarkersAtlanticSockeyeChumChinookCohoPinkBarrier to autointegration factorBAF_MGL_4BANF1KrasnovCCAACTGAACCATGTCTGGAAAGTCCCGGTGCTTTTGAGAAGAAGGAAGGACCCCCCBT0493160.83Unknown protein \[Siniperca chuatsi\]CA038063_MGL_1CPS301TGTCCCTCTTCAAGACCTCGTTAACATGTCTTCATTGTTGGTACAAAAGCAGAAGTGATGAAAGCAGCA0380630.860.911.060.88Mitochondrial ribosomal protein (VAR1)CA054694_MGL_1VAR1CPS301CCACCTGAGGTACTGAAGATAAGACATTAAGTCCTCCTTCCTCATCTGGTATCTACCAGGCCTTAAAGCA0546940.810.830.930.910.85CD68 moleculeCD68_MGL_3CD68CPS301GATGATGAGGATAAGGAGGACAATCGGGACTTCGGCACATCTGACCACAGCAATGGCCA0489100.750.890.870.910.930.91CD9 proteinCD9_MGL_2CD9CPS301, KrasnovCTTGATCTGTTTCATGAGGATGCTACCTCCTCCTGTTGCTCCTAGACAGCACACCAGGGCCA0642470.830.91.020.90.930.83Similar to interferon-inducible protein Gig2 (CD9)GIG2-1_MGB1CD9 (GIG2-L)CPS301, KrasnovGAAAAGAGTACTAAAAATCAGGGTGGATGGGTGGTTCTGCCTGTCTATGTCGGCAGGGTTAAGGCA05416810.89GIG2-1_MGB2CD9 (GIG2-L)CPS301, KrasnovATCAAAGTCATCGAGGTCATGAAGGACTCCACTCTGAAGATGATCATACTGTTACCGAAGAGAACTTATCCA0541680.860.89GIG2-1_MGB3CD9 (GIG2-L)CPS301, KrasnovAACACTATGCAGTGGAACTGATGAAGACCATGAGGTGATGCTGGATTCTGCATTCAGTGGGAGCA0541680.91ATP-dependent RNA helicaseDEXH_MGL_1DDX58Krasnov-not 16KCCATAAGGAGGGTGTCTACAATAAGATCTCTCCCCCTTCAGCTTCTGTTGGCGCGCTACGTGFN3963590.780.971.190.860.960.83DEXH_MGL_3DDX58Krasnov-not 16KTGGAGAAGAAGGGTGTGACAGACGCAGGTGGAGAGCACACTAGGAACAGACTGCTGGCFN3963590.90.88RNA helicase---RIG-IRIG1_MGLSYBR_1DDX58 (RIG1)KrasnovGACGGTCAGCAGGGTGTACTCCCGTGTCCTAACGAACAGTTGTCCAATTTAGGATTCTCCTTCTGCCCDY7148270.830.830.860.841.010.9Slime mold cyclic AMP receptorDICTY-CAR_MGL_2DICTYCPS301TCAACTTTGACAGTGGTCAGATAGCTCCTTTTTTCCTCCTTATGATTGGTGAGGTAGAAGTTGCCTTTCB4940010.910.970.9211.120.95Galectin-3-binding protein precursorGAL3_MGL_2LGALS3BPCPS301TTGTAGCGCCTGTTGTAATCATATCTACACTGCTGAGGCCATGGACTTGGCGTGGTGGCCB5150110.9511.031.111.030.89Guanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 3GNL3_MGL_1GNL3CPS301GCCCAGTCTAACCCAAAAGCTGGGTCCTGACGGCCTCTAGCCATGGCGCTGAGGCB4991340.870.840.840.861.010.89Similar to KIAA1593KIAA_MGL_1HERC4Krasnov-not 16KGATCGCTACCTTCATCTGAATCTTGCTGTTCTTGACGGGCTGTGACATGCCCAGGATGGEG8418460.761.120.870.790.87Probable E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase HERC6HERC6_1HERC6CPS301AGGGACAACTTGGTAGACAGAAGAATGACGCACACACAGCTACAGAGTCAGTGGTCTCTGTGGCTCA0608840.870.861.070.85IFN-induced proteinIFI_MGB2KrasnovGCTAGTGCTCTTGAGTATCTCCACAATCACCAGTAACTCTGTATCATCCTGTCTAGCTGAAAGCACTTGAGNM_001 124 3331.010.930.960.980.910.85Interferon induced with helicase C domain 1---ICIFI-1C_MGL_2IFIH1 (MDA5)KrasnovTCCCCAGAGCAGACTGGTTTAGAGCCCGTCCAAAGTGAAGTTTGCAGCTTCTACAACTGGE8230890.790.880.90.90.990.89Interferon-induced 35 kDa protein homologIFI35_MGL_2IFI35CPS301CAACCAAGCCAGGGATGTAGAGCTCTCTGGATCTCCCTCTTCAAAAGGAAGAAGATAGCCGCCCA0640470.780.790.920.85IFN-induced protein 44-1IFI44A_MGL_2IFI44Krasnov-not 16KCGGAGTCCAGAGCAGCCTACTTCCAGTGGTCTCCCCATCTCCGCTGGTCCTGTGTGAGS3659480.80.710.730.761.18IFI44C_MGL_3IFI44KrasnovGGCAAACCGCTGCCAATCCCTGTGGCCTCCTCCATTTTTGTGTGACACGATGGGEV3845770.850.810.840.880.870.8Interferon-induced protein with tetratricopeptide repeats 5IFIT5_MGL_2IFIT5CPS301, KrasnovCCGTCAATGAGTCCCTACACATTCACAGGCCAATTTGGTGATGCTGTCTCCAAACTCCCACA0513500.970.930.90.981.030.95Interferon regulatory factor 7IRF7_MGL_2IRF7CPS301ACACCCTGAACCCAGGAAGAAAAGCACATGTGGATGGTATAGTCACAAAATGAAATGGTACAACTGCN4425590.890.961.070.971.050.86Interferon-induced GTP-binding protein MxMXMX1In houseAGATGATGCTGCACCTCAAGTCCTGCAGCTGGGAAGCAAACATTCCCATGGTGATCCGCTACCTGGCB5164460.650.780.90.97N/AN/AZinc finger NFX1-typeNFX_MGL_2NFX1typeKrasnovCCACTTGCCAGAGCATGGTCGTAACTGCCCAGAGTGCAATTGCTCCACCGATCGFQ6358610.830.870.730.840.810.84PLAC8-like protein 1PLAC8L1_MGL_1PLAC8L1CPS301GAGAACGCTACGGCATCCACCATCTGGCACCAGGTACAGACATTGGTGTGTTGCTGCCA0471160.890.870.840.880.980.85Urokinase plasminogen activator surface receptor precursorPLAUR_MGL_3PLAURCPS301CAGTCTCCACTATCTACCTGTTGTGTGTTGTGACGCCCCAAGGAAAGCCCCTTTCACTGGACA0578300.820.970.820.961.020.89Proteasome subunit beta type-8 precursorPSMB8_1PSMB8CPS301CATGTCTGGTAGTGCTGCTGACTTCTGCTTGTTCCTCAGTTTGTACAGCAGTACTGGGAGAGACTCA0616220.810.840.850.860.930.86Proteasome subunit beta type-9 precursorPSMB9A_MGL_2PSMB9CPS301GTTGCCCAGGATGCATTTCTCCATGAGTCGAGATGGTTCGAATAGTGACAAGGTAGGCCACCA0643020.870.850.910.990.930.91Retinoic acid-inducible gene-1RAD_MGL_2RAD1KrasnovGGTGATGAGGAGGAGGGTGAACAAACTGCTCGGTGTACTGGAACCATGACGACTATCTCFN1784590.88RING finger protein 213RNF213_MGL_5RNF213CPS301GTAATATGAGTGACGTGAAAGTGTCGGTCGATCTCTGTGTTTTGTGGACCTGGCCTCCATCTCCA0531710.930.920.890.931.051.01UNKNOWNE3RNF213_2RNF213CPS301CTCCAGATTCTCCAGCAGACATTGTACTCTTGATCCTTTGGGAAGCTTTCTCAGACCACAACCATCA0592880.810.820.90.90.960.83Radical S-adenosyl methionine domain-containing protein 2RSAD_MGB2RSAD2 (viperin)CPS301, KrasnovGGGAAATTAGTCCAATACTGCAAACGCCATTGCTGACAATACTGACACTCGACCTCCAGCTCCCA0383160.890.790.890.851.020.8Receptor-transporting protein 3RTP3_MGL_1RTP3KrasnovTTCCATTAAGGCAGACAGTGTGATCCAAATGCCCCACTGATGTATCAGGCTGGCATCAGEG8257750.79SacsinSAC_MGB1SACSKrasnovTCAGTCAGGCCCAGTGTGATCGGCCCTGCCTCCTGTGTAGCTGCTGCTCACAACEG9060960.880.960.970.97SAC_MGB2SACSKrasnovGTACATCAGGCCGTGGAGAAGGGAGATGGAGCTGTCTTTGTAATAATGTGTCTTCTGTACTCTGCTGCCACCEG9060960.87Tyrosine-protein kinase FRKSRK2_MGB3FRKCPS301, KrasnovCCAACGAGAAGTTCACCATCAATCATGATCTCATACAGCAAGATTCCTGTGACGTGTGGTCCTCB4927200.920.820.961.170.951Signal transducer and activator of transcription 1-alpha/betaSTAT1STAT1CPS301TGTCACCGTCTCAGACAGATCTGTGTTGGTCTCTGTAAGGCAACGTAGTTGCTGAAAACCGGCA050950N/A1.030.820.76N/AN/AFish virus induced TRIM-1TRIM1_MGB1TRIM1Krasnov-not 16KCATGATGTCTGGTGTTGATGTATATTGGAGACAGAGAACCAACTGAGAAAACATATTGTCATTCAGAACCATTGAM8878080.990.940.940.990.960.9652 kDa Ro protein-2 − 52Ro52RO_MGL_3TRIM21KrasnovTGCACTATTGCCCAGTAACCATTGCAAGAGGAGATGCCAACAAGTAGGATTCACAGAGAGTTCX1412670.851.040.991.110.91MHC class I antigen (*Salmo salar*)UBA_MGL_CA050178_1MHC1ubaCPS301GATCTACTCCGTTCCAGCCATTTATGGATCTGTGTTTACAGTGTGTGTGTTTATGATCTGTCCTCCCCCA0501780.91UBA_MGL_CA050178_4MHC1ubaCPS301CAGTAAGATATGTTCTAAACAGCAAAGGACAGCATCTTTCATACAGATCATCAAATGTATATGGGTTTAAGAAGAAGCA0501780.880.950.82Ubiqitin-like protein-1, Peroxisomal membrane protein 2UBL1_MGL_2PXMP2CPS301, KrasnovGGCCTGCATTCAGGATCTAATACAGTCTCACCAGGCACCAAGTGATGGTGCTGATTACGGAGCCCB4999720.610.950.910.940.630.89Ubl carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 18USP18_MGL_2USP18CPS301TTCCAGCTAACCTGCCGTACACAGTACAGTTTGTGTGCAGTCATAGTGTATGCTGTGTAGTGTCCAAACA0569620.960.880.820.950.740.93VHSV-inducible protein-1VHSVIP1_MGL_3VIG1Krasnov-not 16KTGGCTTCCCACATTGCAACCTCCTCCCCCCTGCATAGATGGAGACAGGAATGAF4835460.630.830.850.87VHSV-inducible protein-4VHSVIP4_MGL_3VIG4KrasnovGCTCTCGTAAAGCCCCACATCGGGCGACTGCTCTCTGATCTAAACTGCACGTCGCGCGO0539790.930.660.60.87VHSV-induced protein-10 mRNAVHSV-P10_MGL_2VIG10CPS301GCAAACTGAGAAAACCATCAAGAACCGTCAGCTCCCTCTGCATTGTGGAGAAGTTGCAGGCCA0405050.790.870.830.930.870.91Very large inducible GTPase 1-1VLIG1-1_MGL_2GVINP1KrasnovCAACAGAGGCCTCAGCAATGTCTGGCCTCTCCCTGAACTGATCACTCCTGGACATGAAEG8414550.960.921.031.07XIAP-associated factor-1XAF1_MGL_1XAF1Krasnov-not 16KCGTAGCTACTGGTTTTGGAATCAGCAGGTTGTGTCCTCTTCCTTGTCATTGACAGGTTTCCGCGBT0497030.86XAF1_MGL_2XAF1Krasnov-not 16KTGCGGACGCTACATCACTCTTTGAGGTCAGGGCAGATCTGAACCAGCCAGAGCATBT0497030.90.89PR domain zinc finger protein 9ZFP9_MGL_2ZFP9KrasnovCGGCTATAAAAAGCCAACTCACAACAGTGGTTATAGAGGGTGCAACATTATCCCTGAGGTGCTGACDQ2466640.861.081.070.93DescriptionAssay nameGene IDBiomarker originF sequenceR sequenceProbe sequenceESTHousekeeping genes S100 calcium binding protein78d16.178d16.1Microarray studiesGTCAAGACTGGAGGCTCAGAGGATCAAGCCCCAGAAGTGTTTGAAGGTGATTCCCTCGCCGTCCGACA056739 Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 84Coil-P84Coil-P84Microarray studiesGCTCATTTGAGGAGAAGGAGGATGCTGGCGATGCTGTTCCTGAGTTATCAAGCAGCAAGCCCA053789 39S ribosomal protein L40, mitochondrial precursorMrpL40MrpL40Microarray studiesCCCAGTATGAGGCACCTGAAGGGTTAATGCTGCCACCCTCTCACACAACAACATCACCACK991258Infectious agents *Candidatus Branchiomonas cysticola*Bacteriumc_b\_cysInfectious agentAATACATCGGAACGTGTCTAGTGGCCATCAGCCGCTCATGTGCTCGGTCCCAGGCTTTCCTCTCCCAJQ723599 *Flavobacterium psychrophilum*Bacteriumfl_psyInfectious agentGATCCTTATTCTCACAGTACCGTCAATGTAAACTGCTTTTGCACAGGAAAAACACTCGGTCGTGACC *Piscichlamydia salmonis*Bacteriumpch_salInfectious agentTCACCCCCAGGCTGCTTGAATTCCATTTCCCCCTCTTGCAAAACTGCTAGACTAGAGTEU326495 *Renibacterium salmoninarum*Bacteriumre_salInfectious agentCAACAGGGTGGTTATTCTGCTTTCCTATAAGAGCCACCAGCTGCAACTCCAGCGCCGCAGGAGGACAF123890 *Rickettsia-like organism*BacteriumrloInfectious agentGGCTCAACCCAAGAACTGCTTGTGCAACAGCGTCAGTGACTCCCAGATAACCGCCTTCGCCTCCGEU555284 *Moritella viscosa*Bacteriummo_vis^[a](#cox036tfn1){ref-type="fn"}^Infectious agentCGTTGCGAATGCAGAGGTAGGCATTGCTTGCTGGTTATGCAGGCAAGCCAACTTCGACAEU332345 *Tenacibaculum maritimum*Bacteriumte_mar^[a](#cox036tfn1){ref-type="fn"}^Infectious agentTGCCTTCTACAGAGGGATAGCCCTATCGTTGCCATGGTAAGCCGCACTTTGGAATGGCATCGNBRC15946T *Yersinia ruckeri*Bacteriumye_ruc^[a](#cox036tfn1){ref-type="fn"}^Infectious agentTCCAGCACCAAATACGAAGGACATGGCAGAACGCAGATAAGGCGGTTACTTCCCGGTTCCCAY333067 *Ceratomyxa shasta*Parasitece_shaInfectious agentCCAGCTTGAGATTAGCTCGGTAACCCCGGAACCCGAAAGCGAGCCAAGTTGGTCTCTCCGTGAAAACAF001579 *Cryptobia salmositica*Parasitecr_salInfectious agentTCAGTGCCTTTCAGGACATCGAGGCATCCACTCCAATAGACAGGAGGACATGGCAGCCTTTGTAT *Dermocystidium salmonis*Parasitede_salInfectious agentCAGCCAATCCTTTCGCTTCTGACGGACGCACACCACAGTAAGCGGCGTGTGCCU21337 *Ichthyophonus hoferi*Parasiteic_hofInfectious agentGTCTGTACTGGTACGGCAGTTTCTCCCGAACTCAGTAGACACTCAATAAGAGCACCCACTGCCTTCGAGAAGAAF467793 *Ichthyophthirius multifiliis*Parasiteic_mulInfectious agentAAATGGGCATACGTTTGCAAAAACCTGCCTGAAACACTCTAATTTTTACTCGGCCTTCACTGGTTCGACTTGGIMU17354 *Loma salmonae*Parasitelo_salInfectious agentGGAGTCGCAGCGAAGATAGCCTTTTCCTCCCTTTACTCATATGCTTTGCCTGAAATCACGAGAGTGAGACTACCCHM626243 *Myxobolus arcticus*Parasitemy_arcInfectious agentTGGTAGATACTGAATATCCGGGTTTAACTGCGCGGTCAAAGTTGCGTTGATTGTGAGGTTGGHQ113227 *Parvicapsula kabatai*Parasitepa_kabInfectious agentCGACCATCTGCACGGTACTGACACCACAACTCTGCCTTCCACTTCGGGTAGGTCCGGDQ515821 *Parvicapsula minibicornis*Parasitepa_minInfectious agentAATAGTTGTTTGTCGTGCACTCTGTCCGATAGGCTATCCAGTACCTAGTAAGTGTCCACCTAGTAAGGCAF201375 *Parvicapsula pseudobranchicola*Parasitepa_pseInfectious agentCAGCTCCAGTAGTGTATTTCATTGAGCACTCTGCTTTATTCAACGTATTGCTGTCTTTGACATGCAGTAY308481 *Sphaerothecum destructuens*Parasitesp_desInfectious agentGGGTATCCTTCCTCTCGAAATTGCCCAAACTCGACGCACACTCGTGTGCGCTTAATAY267346 *Tetracapsuloides bryosalmonae*Parasitete_bryInfectious agentGCGAGATTTGTTGCATTTAAAAAGGCACATGCAGTGTCCAATCGCAAAATTGTGGAACCGTCCGACTACGAAF190669 Infectious hematopoietic necrosis virusVirusihnvInfectious agentAGAGCCAAGGCACTGTGCGTTCTTTGCGGCTTGGTTGATGAGACTGAGCGGGACANC_001 652 Pacific salmon parvovirusViruspspvInfectious agentCCCTCAGGCTCCGATTTTTATCGAAGACAACATGGAGGTGACACAATTGGAGGCAACTGTA Piscine orthoreovirusVirusprvInfectious agentTGCTAACACTCCAGGAGTCATTGTGAATCCGCTGCAGATGAGTACGCCGGTAGCTCT Viral encephalopathy and retinopathy virusVirusverInfectious agentTTCCAGCGATACGCTGTTGACACCGCCCGTGTTTGCAAATTCAGCCAATGTGCCCCAJ245641 Erythrocytic necrosis virusVirusenvInfectious agentCGTAGGGCCCCAATAGTTTCTGGAGGAAATGCAGACAAGATTTGTCTTGCCGTTATTTCCAGCACCCG Viral hemorrhagic septicemia virusVirusvhsvInfectious agentAAACTCGCAGGATGTGTGCGTCCTCTGCGATCTCAGTCAGGATGAATAGAGGGCCTTGGTGATCTTCTGZ93412[^2]

Application of VDD biomarker TaqMan assays to validate their predictive capacity {#cox036s3c}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TaqMan assays to 45 VDD biomarkers (four with multiple assays required across species) were applied on the Fluidigm BioMark^TM^ HD microfluidics qPCR platform along with TaqMan assays to 23 infectious agents previously detected in a subset of the samples to be tested using the BioMark salmon infectious agent monitoring system outlined in [@cox036C52]. Quantitative infectious agent monitoring for most studies included 5 bacteria, 6 viruses and 12 parasites known or suspected to cause disease in salmon (Table [2](#cox036TB2){ref-type="table"}). For the audit samples, 50 assays to 49 infectious agents were applied, including all agents outlined in [@cox036C52] plus three additional pathogenic bacteria known to cause disease on salmon farms: *Moritella viscosa*, *Tenacibaculum maritimum* and *Yersinia ruckeri* (assays in Table [2](#cox036TB2){ref-type="table"}). These panels were applied to the (i) multi-species IHNv challenge trials to assess performance across species and tissues; (ii) jaundice/anemia Chinook salmon farm outbreak, including multiple tissues to validate performance of the VDD panel on a novel disease hypothesized to be virally induced; (iii) farm audit samples to assess the ability of the VDD panel to differentiate viral versus bacterial or parasitic diseases; and (iv) wild migrating sockeye salmon smolts to discern whether the VDD panel could identify the presence of a viral disease state associated with IHNv infection from non-destructive gill biopsy samples of wild salmon ([@cox036C29]) (experimental designs outlined in Table [1](#cox036TB1){ref-type="table"}; schematic in Fig. [1](#cox036F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Quantitative PCR on the Fluidigm BioMark^TM^ HD platform {#cox036s3d}
--------------------------------------------------------

Methods for application of TaqMan assays to both host genes and infectious agents have been previously described in [@cox036C51] and [@cox036C29]. Briefly, nucleic acid extractions were performed on homogenizations using Tri-reagent^TM^ using the Magmax™-96 for Microarrays RNA kit (Ambion Inc, Austin, TX, USA) with a Biomek NXPTM (Beckman-Coulter, Mississauga, ON, Canada) automated liquid-handling instrument. RNA was quantitated and normalized to 62.5 ng/μl with a Biomek NXP (Beckman-Coulter, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) automated liquid-handling instrument. RNA (1μg) was reverse transcribed into cDNA using the superscript VILO master mix kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The cDNA was then used as template for Specific Target Amplification (STA) to enrich for targeted sequences and increase the sensitivity of the microfluidics platform. The 5 μl STA reaction contained 1.3 μl of cDNA/DNA, 1x TaqMan PreAmp master mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) and 0.2 μM of each of the primers (45 VDD host genes and 3 housekeeping genes run as singletons, 12 infectious agents run in duplicate; Table [2](#cox036TB2){ref-type="table"}). The 14-cycle STA program followed manufacturer\'s instructions (Fluidigm Corporation, South San Francisco, CA, USA). Upon completion of the STA, excess primers were removed by treating with Exo-SAP-ITTM (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA) according to manufacturer\'s instructions and then diluted 1/5 in DNA re-suspension buffer (Teknova, Hollister, CA, USA).

The 96.96 gene expression dynamic array (Fluidigm Corporation, CA, USA) contained TaqMan assays to both host genes and select infectious agent assays (Table [2](#cox036TB2){ref-type="table"}) and generally followed [@cox036C52]. A 5-μL reaction mix \[2x TaqMan Mastermix (Life Technologies), 20x GE Sample Loading Reagent, nuclease-free water and 2.7 μL of amplified cDNA\] was added to each assay inlet of the array following manufacturer\'s recommendations. After loading the assays and samples into the chip by an IFC controller HX (Fluidigm), PCR was performed under the following cycling conditions: 50°C for 2 min, 95°C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 1 min. Gene expression data were preprocessed using GenEx ([www.multid.se](www.multid.se)). Host biomarkers were normalized to the three reference genes, and relative gene expression was assessed using the 2^−ΔΔCt^ method ([@cox036C41]). A pooled sample was used as the relative control.

Validation of proposed VDD panels {#cox036s3e}
---------------------------------

The discrimination capabilities of the resultant proposed VDD 45 biomarker panel were validated in independent fish from the jaundice syndrome, farm audit and wild salmon studies, and in samples from the IHNv challenge study that represented a mix of those previously used discovery analysis (13%) and new samples from waterborne experiments and additional tissues. For each dataset, the discriminatory capabilities of the full VDD biomarker panel was assessed using unsupervised PCA analysis and hierarchical clustering (heatmaps) based on Euclidean distance metric and complete linkage, with gene shaving (described above) applied to identify whether a reduced set of biomarkers carried similar discriminatory capabilities. To assess the contribution of individual biomarkers to discriminatory capabilities, two-sample *t*-tests between 'viral diseased' and either 'healthy controls' or 'bacterial/parasitic diseased' samples were used as implemented in the *t.test*-function in R\'s *stats* package (R version 3.3.1). Unequal variances were assumed and a Welch approximation to the degrees of freedom was used in the *t*-test. No multiple test correction was applied but a more stringent *P*-value threshold of 0.01 was used instead when assigning significance. Boxplots were generated to visually assess the degree and direction of differential expression between viral, bacterial and parasitic disease sample groups, with rectangles (boxes) representing the interquartile range (IQR) from the first quartile (the 25th percentile) to the third quartile (the 75th percentile) of the data. Whiskers extend from the box to the minimum and maximum value unless the distance from the minimum value to the first quartile is more than 1.5 times the IQR. In that case, the whisker extends out to the smallest value within 1.5 times the IQR from the first quartile and values outside the whisker are drawn as open circles. A similar rule is used for values larger than 1.5 times IQR from the third quartile ([@cox036C35]). A final set of heatmaps based on all biomarkers applied across studies was generated to illustrate that VDD biomarkers were consistently up-regulated in fish in a viral disease state across studies. For each heatmap, samples were manually grouped into 'healthy controls', 'viral diseased' or 'bacterial/parasitic diseased.' For the farmed audit study, within-group samples were ordered by mean value over all biomarkers while for the IHNv validation data, non-control samples were ordered by day post-challenge. Genes were re-ordered among studies to highlight at the top the genes with the most consistent contribution.

Statistical analysis was performed with R version 3.2.1 (discovery) and 3.3.1 (validation) ([@cox036C61]).

Functional analysis of the VDD {#cox036s3f}
------------------------------

Pathway Studio^TM^ (Elsevier, Amsterdam) was used to carry out functional analysis of the proposed VDD panel. VDD biomarker genes that could be annotated to mammalian genes were used in analyses to identify the most significant transcriptional regulator, over-represented biological and disease-related processes, and to develop a disease network, linking genes by their common regulators and closest neighbors.

Results {#cox036s4}
=======

Microarray validation of discovery panels---candidate biomarker signatures {#cox036s4a}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Of the 25 VRG SIQ features of [@cox036C34], 16 could be mapped to 71 unique GRASP16K features (using a gene name mapping approach based on a GRASP16 GPL annotation file). Fifteen of the remaining VRG features, not explored in our microarray analyses, were assessed via qRT-PCR.

Meta-analysis of signature CS0301u, a 532 feature panel derived from published microarray challenge studies for ISAv, IPNv, PMCv, PRv and IHNv, was conducted on in-house IHNv microarray studies across Atlantic, Sockeye and Chum salmon, yielding five signature panels (PBP016, PBP018, PBP19, PBP020 and PBP021) ([Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There are 54 features (some including gene paralogs) in the union of the five panels, including 15-feature panel PBP022 and 19-feature panel PBP024 which represent subsets of the [@cox036C60] published signature, that were able to separate controls from exposed samples in MGL IHNv-challenged Sockeye and Atlantic salmon data. Visual inspection of boxplots for the 54 features in Atlantic, Sockeye, and Chum salmon, and Rainbow trout IHNv datasets, and selection of features that showed consistent behavior across species (maintained increase or decrease in expression after exposure), resulted in the selection of a subset of 38 features that define signature CPS301 ([Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Signature CPS301 includes eight features and five genes from the VRG-signature in [@cox036C34]: FRK (aka SRK2), IFIT5, RSAD2 (two features), CD9 (two features CD9 and two features Gig2-L), VIG10 ([Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In total, 6 of the 38 features in CPS301 were only found in the Rainbow trout and Chum data but they displayed strong differences in expression between controls and exposed samples in both species: Cox4nb, Zinc−binding protein A33, STAT1, unknown protein \[*Siniperca chuatsi*\] (CA038063), PRK12678 transcription termination factor Rho and RNF213.

All 38 features of CPS301 showed an increase of expression after exposure across species. Several of the features suggested transient increase of expression in Chum salmon, the species least susceptible to IHN, while increased expression was maintained in the other species for which there was data after pre-processing. IRF7 showed transient increase in expression in Atlantic salmon but a maintained increase in Chum salmon.

Two of the 38 features in CPS301 map to GIG2L (aka CD9), and in addition to being identified in [@cox036C34], they also show a clear change in expression in ISAv versus control samples in the [@cox036C38] dataset, and in IHNv versus control samples in the [@cox036C60] dataset ([Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Two additional features were found in the CPS301 signature and in the ISAv dataset: PLAUR and Slime mold cyclic AMP receptor, both being included in CPS301 as their expression suggested an involvement in a response to IHNv and ISAv-infection.

Additional features from Krasnov that could not be mapped to the GRASP arrays or that were often removed from testing due to data quality issues were added to the VDD validation panel, including DDX58 (two features; aka RIG1), BANF1, GVINP1, HERC4, IFI, IFIH1 (aka MDA5), IFI44 (two features), NFX1, RAD1, RTP3, SACS, VIG1, VIG4, XAF1 and ZFP9 ([Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

VDD biomarker validation studies {#cox036s4b}
--------------------------------

The Fluidigm BioMark platform was used to validate 51 assays across 45 candidate VDD biomarker genes (including gene homologs). Note that not all assays showed high efficiency across all species; hence, for each species, we report only the assays with efficiencies between 0.85 and 1.1.

IHNv challenges {#cox036s4c}
---------------

VDD biomarkers were applied to 604 samples from IHNv challenge studies that included three salmon species (Atlantic, Sockeye and Chum), two types of challenges (ip injection and cohabitation) and multiple tissues (head kidney, gill, liver, spleen) sampled (Table [1](#cox036TB1){ref-type="table"}A). Although at the outset of these experimental challenges fish were considered disease free, assays to 23 infectious agents applied simultaneous to the VDD biomarkers revealed a range of infectious agents detected across species, albeit most at low levels. The presence of these additional (bacterial and microparasite) infectious agents enabled the assessment of their impact on the resolution of fish with IHN, which was found to be minimal.
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![Time-course of expression of VDD genes post IHNv ip challenge, by tissue. (A) Sockeye, (B) Atlantic and (C) Chum salmon. Only samples from IHNv infected fish are included in the displayed post controls time course data. For Sockeye this included all 45 samples, while one Day 1 sample was excluded in the Atlantic salmon time course, and 11 samples from different time points were excluded in the Chum salmon time course.](cox036f02){#cox036F2}

![Expression of VDD genes on a time-course post IHNv waterborne challenge, by tissue. (**A**) Sockeye salmon (**B**) Atlantic salmon (**C**) Chum salmon. Post controls time course samples represent IHNv infected fish only (26 for Sockeye, 37 for Atlantic and 18 for Chum salmon). Only time points with data for at least two samples are displayed.](cox036f03){#cox036F3}

For the Sockeye salmon ip challenge, discrimination of fish with IHN was high from Day 4 onward (Fig. [4](#cox036F4){ref-type="fig"}A(i)). IHNv abundance quickly elevated in the spleen, which also showed earlier development of the VDD, a few fish even on Days 1 and 2 post ip injection, however, the opposite pattern was observed later on. From Days 6 to 12, all but one fish was in a VDD state across tissues, the exception being a fish with very low IHNv detection on Day 12. IHNv loads and VDD strength diminished on Day 14, with head kidney the most impacted. In the waterborne challenge, only a small number of fish became infected in the head kidney, and stronger loads were generally detected in the gill. Only fish with detectable IHNv across gill and head kidney were in a VDD state across tissues; five fish with very low load detections across tissues did not classify as VDD, and one fish with moderate loads in gill and low loads in head kidney classified as VDD only in gill tissue (Fig. [4](#cox036F4){ref-type="fig"}A(ii)). There were no measurable impacts of co-infective agents on discrimination of IHN fish in either challenge.

![PCA classification of salmon post IHNv challenge, by species, challenge-type and tissues, as visualized by principle component analysis. (**A**) Sockeye salmon: (i) ip-challenge by tissue (head kidney, liver, gill, respectively) and (ii) waterborne-challenge by tissue (head kidney, gill, respectively). (**B**) Atlantic salmon by challenge-type and tissue (ip: kidney, waterborne: head kidney, gill, respectively). (**C**) Chum salmon by challenge-type and tissue (ip: head kidney, waterborne: head kidney, gill, respectively).](cox036f04){#cox036F4}

Atlantic salmon challenges included 138 samples assessed using the VDD panel and infectious agents across two tissues (head kidney and gill) (Table [1](#cox036TB1){ref-type="table"}A). Co-infecting agents affecting \>5% of fish included *P. theridion* (25%) and *Flavobacterium psychrophilum* (6%). Mortality reached 100% over the 30-day course of the ip challenge, starting on Day 9 and reaching 75% by Day 14, the last fish sample date. Transcriptional up-regulation was synchronous among 40 of the 41 VDD biomarkers with good efficiencies in Atlantic salmon from Days 4 to 14, in both head kidney and gill tissues (Fig. [2](#cox036F2){ref-type="fig"}B). VLIG1, GNL3 and IF1 were up-regulated earlier, starting on Day 2 (Table [3](#cox036TB3){ref-type="table"}). ZPF9 was the only VDD biomarker that was down-regulated, also starting Day 4. TRIM1, although up-regulated, showed high variability post-challenge. These gene transcriptional patterns were highly consistent in the gills of waterborne challenged fish that became positive for IHNv, although most biomarkers peaked in transcription on Days 8--10 and then showed slight down-regulation on Days 14--16 (Fig. [3](#cox036F3){ref-type="fig"}B), only a couple of which (PSMB9 and TRIM1) dropped to pre-exposure levels. In head kidney, GNL3 and IF1 showed higher variability, and three genes, PLAUR, PSMB9 and STAT1, were down-regulated on Days 14 and/or 16 (Table [3](#cox036TB3){ref-type="table"}). ZFP9 was not consistently affected. Discrimination of fish with IHN was high from Day 4 onward (Fig. [4](#cox036F4){ref-type="fig"}B).

Chum salmon challenges were conducted over 133 samples, including head kidney from an ip challenge and head kidney and gill from a waterborne challenge (Table [1](#cox036TB1){ref-type="table"}A). In addition to the co-infective agents in Sockeye and Atlantic salmon, 63% of fish contained myxozoan parasite *Parvicapsula pseudobranchicola*, some at well over \>100 copies per μl. Mortality of Chum salmon was \<10% for each challenge study, and IHNv was detected in only 72% of ip-challenged fish and 38% of waterborne-challenged fish (across tissues), although only 18% in head kidney. Although IHNv copy number reached 10^5^ in a few ip-challenged fish, individual levels varied dramatically from 10^1^ to 10^4^ on any given sample day, but were most consistent, with an average of 10^4^, on Days 6--8. Transcriptional up-regulation in response to IHNv ip challenge of IHNv positive fish followed patterns of peak IHNv loads, generally occurring between Days 4--8 and involving fewer biomarkers than in Sockeye and Atlantic salmon (Fig. [2](#cox036F2){ref-type="fig"}C). Of the 34 biomarkers assessed with good efficiencies in Chum salmon, 28 were consistently up-regulated in head kidney samples from the ip challenge, eight with limited duration (Table [3](#cox036TB3){ref-type="table"}). HERC4 and DICTY were up-regulated earlier than other biomarkers, from Day 1 onward.

In the Chum salmon ip challenge, PCA analysis showed VDD clustering mostly contained to fish with IHNv loads \>10^3^ in head kidney, although a few fish on Days 2--4 with lower IHNv loads, and one with no IHNv detection in head kidney, were also within this cluster (Fig. [4](#cox036F4){ref-type="fig"}C). In the waterborne challenge, IHNv was weakly detected in one fish on Day 1 in gill tissue, but was not detected until Day 6 in the head kidney, and even then, only in a single fish. Copy numbers of IHNv never reached more than 10^2^ in gill, but reached 10^4^ in the head kidney of one fish. IHNv was detected in head kidney in 40% of fish sampled on Days 6--10 and then dissipated. Transcriptional up-regulation of VDD biomarkers and VDD classification in gill and head kidney was restricted to fish with IHNv detections \>10^3^ in head kidney tissue (Fig. [4](#cox036F4){ref-type="fig"}C); detections in gill alone did not elicit a substantive response. Similar genes as observed in the ip challenge were up-regulated.

Jaundice syndrome {#cox036s4d}
-----------------

Jaundice syndrome (aka jaundice/anemia) is a disease causing low level mortality in farmed Pacific salmon with a suspected viral etiology, but that has not undergone extensive study. We explored the performance of the VDD biomarkers on fish undergoing natural farm outbreak of jaundice syndrome to further assess the likely viral etiology of the disease, and to quantitatively assess 45 salmon infectious agents for association with jaundice/anemia. Five tissues (liver and anterior kidney---the tissues showing most necrotic damage, heart, gill and spleen) were each assessed across 36 Chinook salmon, including diseased and healthy controls (Table [1](#cox036TB1){ref-type="table"}B). Being a natural outbreak, there was a high rate of co-infection in these fish, with nine infectious agents detected, six at high loads in some individuals \[up to 10^5^ per μl---PRv (90% prevalence), *Candidatus Branchiomonas cysticola* (36%), *P. theridion* (64%), *Loma salmonae* (37%); 10^4^ per μl---*P. pseudobranchicola* (20%), *Renibacterium salmoninarum* (32%)\]. PRv was present at high load in virtually all jaundice fish, with control fish negative or containing only low loads. PRv was the only infectious agent statistically correlated, by presence and load, with the disease (*R*^2^: 0.76--0.84 among tissues).

There were 40 VDD biomarkers that amplified at high efficiency in Chinook salmon; all but ZFP9 and unknown CA068063 were up-regulated in jaundice fish relative to controls, regardless of co-infecting agents or tissue. PSMB9, IFI44 (assay IFI44A_MGL_2) and VSVP10 showed more variability in control fish (Table [3](#cox036TB3){ref-type="table"}).

There was near perfect separation of jaundice from healthy fish based on the 40 VDD markers across liver, anterior kidney, heart and gill tissues (Fig. [5](#cox036F5){ref-type="fig"}). The single outlier across all tissues was a fish with anemia (not jaundice) that had weak histopathological lesions consistent with jaundice syndrome but did not contain high loads of PRv; this fish clustered with the 'healthy' controls. A second sample with jaundice did not classify correctly in spleen tissue (Fig. [5](#cox036F5){ref-type="fig"}B). Gene shaving applied to kidney and liver reducing the VDD panel down to 22 biomarkers, and then to seven, produced equivalent separation of groups (Fig. [5](#cox036F5){ref-type="fig"}). The top seven features identified through gene shaving were PXMP2, HERC6, MX1, USP18, VIG1, DDX58 (RIG1) and VIG10.

![PCA classification of five tissues from farmed Chinook salmon undergoing an outbreak of jaundice/anemia. Analysis based on (**A**) a 40 biomarker VDD panel, (**B**) a 17 biomarker VDD panel identified through gene-shaving and (**C**) a 7 biomarker VDD panel derived from gene shaving. In each plot, samples with viral jaundice are shown in blue and healthy controls in peach, with shades and shapes within each depicting different tissues, as illustrated in the panel legend under (B). The single viral jaundice sample not properly classifying showed weak lesions and low viral loads, and is suspected to represent a fish in recovery.](cox036f05){#cox036F5}

Farm audit samples {#cox036s4e}
------------------

VDD biomarkers were tested on combined tissues of 240 moribund/recently dead farmed Atlantic salmon and 68 farmed Chinook salmon collected through a regulatory farm audit program (Table [1](#cox036TB1){ref-type="table"}C). Because our previous two validations showed that the VDD panel had discriminatory capabilities across tissues, we reasoned that this panel may still work effectively in combined tissue samples. Histopathology and clinical data had been applied previously to diagnose known, well characterized diseases, and qRT-PCR data performed across 49 infectious agents were available to identify known pathogens and validate these diagnoses. The application of the VDD panel to the audit samples offered perhaps the most complex co-infection scenario imaginable as dying fish are likely the most vulnerable to opportunistic pathogens. Most samples contained mixed infections with 2--10 agents identified per individual. Only two viruses were commonly observed across samples, PRv (69%) and erythrocytic necrosis virus (ENv) (21%), a DNA virus that causes erythrocytic inclusion body syndrome (EIBS). Unfortunately we did not have the blood smears to diagnose EIBS, so this disease was left off of our differentials.

Overall, 30% of Atlantic salmon and 50% of Chinook salmon were diagnosed to a specific disease as the cause of death, confirmed by molecular detection of the etiological agents associated with pathologically identified diseases. VDD panel validations to differentiate viral from bacterial and parasitic diseases were based only on samples with specific diagnoses. Commonly diagnosed infectious diseases in farmed Atlantic and Chinook salmon included those caused by bacterial agents \[rickettsiosis, bacterial kidney disease (BKD), mouth rot, vibriosis and winter ulcer\], parasitic agents (*Loma*) and viral agents \[heart and skeletal muscle inflammation (HSMI), jaundice/anemia\]. We applied unsupervised PCA to the VDD panel datasets containing samples with HSMI (Atlantic) or jaundice/anemia (Chinook) and each bacterial or parasitic disease, removing fish diagnosed with bacterial or parasitic diseases that also carried PRv loads \>100 copies per μl, the agent associated with both viral diseases. This cut-off was determined empirically as the approximate lower load limit of PRv associated with either viral disease. In each case, PC1, which explained 63% of the variation in Atlantic salmon and 78% in Chinook salmon, differentiated fish with viral versus bacterial/parasite infections (Fig. [6](#cox036F6){ref-type="fig"}). In Atlantic salmon, there was a single HSMI outlier that was not tightly contained within the PC1-negative 'viral' cluster (roughly defined by PC1 loading \<−5), but was still negatively loaded (−1); this fish had only weak heart lesions and carried moderate loads of PRv (10^2^ copies; possibly a recovery fish) (Fig. [6](#cox036F6){ref-type="fig"}). There were also occasional fish diagnosed with bacterial diseases that clustered as 'VDD.' In Atlantic salmon, this included 3 of 24 fish with mouth rot, one of three fish with winter ulcer, one of five fish with rickettsiosis, and one of three fish with vibriosis. In Chinook salmon, two of the six fish with *Loma* clustered at the margins of the jaundice VDD samples. As in each case, these fish were outliers to the other samples under the same diagnostic category, we suspected that they may carry a co-infection with a virus that was not on our panel or an uncharacterized strain of PRv that our assay did not detect; high throughput sequencing is being pursued on these samples, with novel viruses already identified (K. Miller unpublished data). The only viral-bacterial contrasts that did not consistently yield strong differentiation with viral disease samples were those involving BKD (Fig. [7](#cox036F7){ref-type="fig"}), a bacterial disease caused by the intracellular bacterium *R. salmoninarum*.

![Principle component analysis depicting the differentiation of (**A**) Atlantic salmon farm audit fish (based on mixed tissue cDNA) diagnosed with viral (HSMI) versus bacterial diseases (mouth rot, winter ulcer, rickettsiosis, and vibriosis) based on the full 40 biomarker VDD panel (left), 15 biomarker VDD panel (mid) and 9 biomarker VDD panel (right) derived from gene shaving. (**B**) Chinook salmon farm audit fish diagnosed with viral (jaundice/anemia) versus bacterial (rickettsiosis and vibriosis) and parasitic (*Loma*) diseases based on the full 36 biomarker VDD panel (left), 25 biomarker VDD panel (mid), and 9 biomarker VDD panel (right) derived from gene shaving.](cox036f06){#cox036F6}

###### 

Gene expression box plots of top 11 biomarkers in the VDD panel for Atlantic (left) and Chinook (right) salmon from the farm audit study, contrasting median expression levels between viral (HSMI or jaundice) and bacterial (rickettsiosis, vibriosis, mouth rot, winter ulcer, and bacterial kidney disease \[BKD\]) or parasitic (*Loma*) diseases.
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Gene shaving was applied to the above PCAs for Atlantic and Chinook salmon to determine whether a smaller VDD panel would yield similar separation between viral and bacterial diseases, which would increase the practicality of the VDD biomarker approach for routine diagnostic applications. We were able to obtain similar patterns of separation with a VDD panel comprised with as few as nine biomarkers (Fig. [6](#cox036F6){ref-type="fig"} and Table [3](#cox036TB3){ref-type="table"}).

There was more variance in the contribution of individual biomarkers to classify viral versus bacterial/parasitic diseases in the audit samples than observed to distinguish viral disease from healthy individuals in other studies (Fig. [7](#cox036F7){ref-type="fig"}). However, over half of the VDD biomarker assays showed strong separation between viral disease and all bacterial diseases tested, except BKD, and most of these also differentiated viral disease from disease associated with the microsporidian parasite *Loma* (Table [3](#cox036TB3){ref-type="table"}). In Atlantic salmon, 17 of the 40 VDD biomarkers showed strong differential regulation between HSMI and the four bacterial diseases, and another eight were moderately up-regulated in viral versus bacterial diseases. In Chinook salmon, 14 of the 36 VDD biomarkers were powerfully up-regulated under viral jaundice compared to the three bacterial diseases, nine moderately so; six of these markers did not show the same level of discrimination between viral jaundice and Loma infection. Unlike for Atlantic salmon, for which none of the biomarkers showed particular discrimination between viral disease and BKD, in Chinook salmon, five biomarkers---UBL1 (PSMP2), LGAL3BP (GAL3), IFI44 (both A and C paralogs) and PSMB8---were discriminatory. Over both species, the strongest biomarkers for discrimination between viral and bacterial/parasitic disease were UBL1 (PXMP2), IFIT5, GAL3, NFX, VHSVIP4 (VIG4), DEXH (DDX58), unknown CA054694 MX1 RSAD, IFI44A, and HERC6 (Fig. [7](#cox036F7){ref-type="fig"} and Table [3](#cox036TB3){ref-type="table"}).

Wild migrating salmon {#cox036s4f}
---------------------

We applied the VDD panel assays on cDNA from gill biopsy samples (comprised of the tips of 1--2 gill filaments) sampled across 213 wild-migrating Sockeye salmon. Given the size of the samples (some not much larger than a pin head), we recognized the possibility that there may be false negative detections of infectious agents. Ten infectious agents were detected by Ct \<27 (the average limit of detection on the BioMark platform; [@cox036C52]) in the gill tissue samples, including three bacteria---*C. B. cysticola*, *F*. *psychrophilum* and rickettsia-like organism; four parasites---*Ceratomyxa shasta*, *Ichthyophthirius multifiliis*, *L. salmonae*and *Myxobolus arcticus*; and three viruses---IHNv, PRv and Pacific salmon parvovirus (PSPv). *C. B. cysticola* was the only highly prevalent agent, detected in 86% of samples, with *F. psychrophilum* detected in 17% of fish. All other agents were detected in \<8% of fish. Of the viruses, only IHNv was observed at appreciable copy number (\>100 copies per μl).

PC1 of the 39 biomarker VDD panel strongly segregated fish with high IHNv loads, and explained 53% of the overall transcriptional variation in the data (Fig. [8](#cox036F8){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, 9 of 10 fish with high IHNv loads clustered on the negative end of PC1. Within the distal 'high load IHNv cluster', there were also a small number of samples with moderate (1) and low (4) IHNv loads, as well as IHNv negative (7), but this represented a minority (\<10%) of the samples overall. Whether these samples may carry an uncharacterized RNA virus is not known.

![Principle component analysis of 39-biomarker VDD panel applied to non-destructive gill tissue from 213 wild migrating Sockeye salmon smolts. Coloring depicts VDD separation of most fish carrying high IHNv loads (log copy number \>2).](cox036f08){#cox036F8}

Functional analysis of the VDD {#cox036s4g}
------------------------------

While the VDD biomarkers varied somewhat in the strength and consistency of their differential regulation associated with various viral diseases, where significant, they showed a consistent pattern of up-regulation in fish in a viral disease state (Fig. [9](#cox036F9){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, 42 of the 45 unique VDD biomarkers could be identified to mammalian genes based on their gene symbols. IFNG was identified as the most significant regulator of the VDD panel (*P* = 5.45E-61; Fig. [10](#cox036F10){ref-type="fig"}). Within the VDD panel, STAT1, IRF7 and DDX58 were also significant transcriptional regulators. Top significant (*P* \< 0.001) diseases associate with the gene panel included 'virus diseases', 'viremia', 'infection', 'HIV-1 infection' and 'inflammation', and significant disease collections, as depicted by Pathway Studio^TM^, included 'Dendritic Cell Activation in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus' and 'MAVS in Antiviral Innate Immune Response in Myocarditis'. Top cell processes included 'response to viruses', 'viral reproduction', 'virus expression', 'protein ubiquination', 'innate immune response', 'response to dsRNA' and 'adaptive immune response'. The top immunological pathway was 'Antiviral Signaling through Pattern Recognition Receptors'.

![Heatmaps for the IHNv and farm audit validation datasets showing the up-regulation of VDD biomarkers in fish tissues under viral challenge (**A**) and in natural disease outbreaks (**B**). Heatmap depicting relative gene express (2^−ΔΔCt^ method) is scaled from brown (down-regulated) to teal (up-regulated) with darker colors indicating higher expression differentials as indicated by the color key on the top right. Grey rows indicate that no working assay was available for the corresponding genes. The Sockeye, Atlantic and Chum IHNv datasets depicted in (A) include heatmaps for multiple tissues (head kidney, gill, liver and spleen) from fish that were injected with IHNv (top), exposed to IHNv in waterbath (bottom), and controls that were not injected or exposed (both). The Jaundice Chinook dataset (B, left) includes heapmaps for head kidney, gill, liver, heart and spleen samples and Farm Audit Salmon datasets (B, right) show heatmaps for mixed-tissue samples.](cox036f09){#cox036F9}

![Gene network constructed based a 27-gene VDD panel identified to mammalian genes based on their gene symbols, showing key regulators (IFNG highlighted in green) and nearest neighbors (no highlight) overlaid onto the cell to show localization of protein activity. Analysis performed in Pathway Studio (Elsevier, Amsterdam). Fourteen VDD genes mapping to mammalian genes (IFH1, HERC6, RSAD2, DDX58, CD9, MX1, IFIT5, STAT1, XAF1, MX1, RNF213, TRIM21, USP18) are found within this gene network (highlighted in blue).](cox036f10){#cox036F10}

Discussion {#cox036s5}
==========

Meta-analysis of multi-cohort data identified gene-mapped microarray features that were consistently associated with developing viral disease states across multiple viral infections in salmon, with analyses including six acute and chronic viral diseases in salmon. Validation studies applied gene paralog-specific qRT-PCR assays across salmon species from multiple IHNv challenge studies and from a natural outbreak of a suspected viral-induced jaundice syndrome disease in farmed Chinook salmon. Most of the candidate VDD biomarkers showed discrimination between latent and disease states across experimental study sets. Only 6 of the 45 unique biomarkers (CA038063, ZFP9, GNL3, MHCIuba, PSMB8 and TRIM1) were not highly discriminating. Importantly, the VDD panel was differentially activated across tissues and could classify fish based both on host response in the primary infective tissue, but also in secondary tissues, including non-destructively sampled gill tissue; these data suggest that the chosen biomarkers were predictive of the development of a systemic viral disease state. Unsupervised analysis with feature selection based on iterative PCA as implemented in the gene shaving algorithm revealed that in all validation studies, a VDD panel with as few as nine biomarkers was capable of separating viral disease from latent infections and bacterial diseases. The VDD panel applied to non-destructive gill biopsies from wild-migrating salmon smolts showed strong clustering of fish that was highly correlated with IHNv detections. However, as we showed in the challenge validation studies, there was not always a one-to-one correspondence with IHNv detection in gill in the waterborne study (the more natural of the two). Gill is a primary route of entry of the virus, and we know from the waterborne challenge studies that the virus can be detected in gill soon after exposure and prior to inducing damage associated with disease development in other tissues. Moreover, given the very small gill biopsies taken (tips of 1--2 gill filaments), we suspect that some samples tested were false IHNv-negative. This is an important demonstration, as it shows that the mere presence of the virus in any tissue does not necessarily indicate presence of disease. Importantly, it also shows that molecular disease diagnostics may be possible using miniscule gill biopsy samples that cause little harm to the organism ([@cox036C29]) and could thus be a powerful tool to assess disease physiology in species of conservation concern.

In each of the validation studies listed above, including the IHNv challenges, there were often infectious agents other than the targeted virus (IHNv or PRv) present among the sampled fish. Indeed, the IHNv challenged salmon that tested negative for IHNv and were assumed disease/infection free pre-challenge carried a range of other infectious agents, both bacterial and parasitic, but generally only at background levels (low loads). Chinook salmon from the natural jaundice outbreak carried an even greater range of infectious agents, some present at appreciable loads. We demonstrated in each of these studies that not only did the presence of background infections not impact the resolution of a viral disease state, we found that only a few of the VDD biomarkers were weakly correlated (almost always negatively) with these non-viral agents (data not shown). Our final validation dataset, the aquaculture regulatory audit samples, provided the most difficult test for the robustness of the VDD biomarkers, including application on mixed tissue RNA (after already demonstrating that the VDD worked across tissues) from recently dead fish (RNA potentially partially degraded) that had been diagnosed with a large range of diseases (most not viral), most carrying a range of mixed infections (viral, bacterial, fungal and protozoan). These samples exemplified typical diagnostic samples for cultured fish. While salmon specifically diagnosed with characterized viral diseases (HSMI in Atlantic salmon and jaundice in Chinook salmon, both associated with PRv) were well discriminated from fish with the bacterial diseases rickettsiosis, vibriosis, and mouth rot, and disease caused by the microsporidian *Loma* parasite, BKD presented more difficulties, with many of the VDD biomarkers showing similar patterns of up-regulation, especially in Atlantic salmon. Interestingly, unlike most bacteria, the causative agent of BKD, *R. salmoninarum*, can survive and replicate intracellularly, subverting typically cellular defenses and instead eliciting an IFN-gamma response ([@cox036C62]) somewhat similar to viruses. However, we were able to identify a robust set of twelve VDD biomarkers that differentiated viral diseases from bacterial and parasitic diseases in both species most, if not all, of the time and were positively associated with PRv loads. These included PXMP2, IFIT5, GAL3, NFX1type, VIG4, DDX58, MX1, RSAD2 (aka viperin), VAR1, IFI44 and HERC6. Additional powerful biomarkers were identified for Pacific (Trim21, IFI) and Atlantic (CD9, RAD1, SACS, XAF1) salmon whereby assays did not work across species; if re-designed, these biomarkers may also contribute to the universal separation of viral disease states across species.

The final robust, universal VDD panel containing 11 biomarkers can classify salmon experiencing diseases caused by RNA viruses, but did not discriminate audit salmon carrying ENv, the causative agent of viral erythrocytic necrosis (VEN), previously EIBS (literature reviewed in [@cox036C58]). However, the histopathological diagnostics applied to these fish did not include blood smears necessary to resolve viral inclusion bodies characteristic of VEN; hence, the fish were not actually diagnosed with viral disease, so we cannot be sure that the VDD would not identify viral disease states for DNA viruses.

In humans, host transcription biomarkers have been developed for clinical application for viral influenza ([@cox036C75]; [@cox036C2]), acute viral respiratory infections ([@cox036C75]; [@cox036C2]), hepatitis C ([@cox036C6]) and tuberculosis ([@cox036C43]). These are all diseases whereby the infective agents are carried by a large portion of the population, with disease ensuing in only a fraction of those exposed; hence, the need for a means to distinguish between latent carriers and developing or active disease, and the potential to diagnose and target proactive therapeutants to asymptomatic patients essential. The two independent studies on acute viral respiratory diseases, including influenza, identified highly similar panels of genes capable of classifying viral disease prior to the onset of symptoms. These panels also showed considerable overlap with our VDD panel in salmon. The range of RNA viruses used to identify the salmon VDD was much broader than in the human studies, including Rhabdoviridae (IHNv and ISAv), Orthoreoviridae (PRv), Totiviridae (PMCv) and Birnaviridae (IPNv). ISAv is in the orthomyxovirus family containing influenza viruses. DDX58, HERC6, IFH1, IFIT5, IFI44, IRF7, GAL3, MX1, RSAD2, STAT1 and XAF1 were among the 30 biomarkers identified by [@cox036C75] and/or 16 biomarkers from [@cox036C2] also significant in our study. In fact, RSAD2, a potential antiviral molecule ([@cox036C7]), was the most highly differentially expressed gene in the [@cox036C75] study. Other gene families were also highly overlapping between the human and salmon studies, including interferon-induced proteins (IFI salmon versus IFI1, IFI27), interferon-induced proteins with tetratricopeptide repeats (IFIT5 salmon versus IFIT1, IFIT2, IFIT6), receptor transporter proteins (RTP3 salmon versus RTP4) and E3 ubiquitin-protein ligases (HERC6 versus HERC5/HERC6). RSAD2 and MX1 were also among the 18 biomarkers differentiating responders and non-responders for hepatitis C treatment ([@cox036C6]). In the Andres-Terre study, functional analysis revealed the key transcriptional regulators of their 11 robust influenza biomarkers were IFR7 and STAT1; our study resolved these genes among those in the VDD, although not among our top 11. IFNG was the most significant transcriptional regulator of our VDD biomarker panel, with 16 of the 41 annotated VDD under IFNG regulation. A total of 18 genes were associated with viral reproduction, 16 with viral diseases, 12 with viral response, 7 with viremia, 6 with viral clearance and 4 with response to dsRNA. Protein ubiquination, innate and adaptive immune response, inflammation and infectivity were also over-represented biological processes. Network analysis in Pathway Studio^TM^ also revealed a plausible gene network involved in host viral response.

The salmon viruses used in the development of VDD biomarkers are known or suspected to cause disease in cultured salmon, but for some, we know little of their effects on wild salmon. IHNv is the exception, as this virus is endemic to Sockeye salmon and Rainbow trout populations on the West coast of North America and can cause considerable losses of juvenile (fry-smolt) salmon in freshwater ([@cox036C72]); this virus has also spread to Europe and Asia ([@cox036C11]). The level of IHNv impact is highly species-specific. Sockeye salmon are the most susceptible Pacific salmon species, especially at the egg to fry stage, with populations from British Columbia to Alaska suffering epizootics ([@cox036C73]; [@cox036C14]). Chum and Chinook salmon exposed to IHNv in the laboratory can develop disease, and we demonstrated that the VDD identified the development of disease in one of these species, but direct effects on survival were low in our challenge studies. What is not known, however, is whether indirect effects of IHN, e.g. impacts on physiological performance, may contribute to reduced survival, although impacts on swim performance have been demonstrated ([@cox036C37]), and recent research by our group indicates that IHNv-infected salmon are at increased risk of predation ([@cox036C15]).

Other than IHN and VEN (caused by a DNA iridovirus), there have been few reports of viral disease in wild salmon, despite their known sometimes devastating impacts on cultured fish ([@cox036C3]). ISAv is perhaps the second most studied virus in a wild context. ISAv causes acute fatal systemic infections in marine-farmed Atlantic salmon ([@cox036C31]), with epidemics reported in Chile ([@cox036C45]), Norway ([@cox036C42]), Scotland ([@cox036C54]) and the eastern coast of North America ([@cox036C21]). Wild sea running Brown trout are the proposed marine reservoir for avirulent wild-type ISAv in Norway, yet there have not been any documented cases of the disease ISA in Brown trout ([@cox036C76]; [@cox036C57]). Moreover, while most salmonid species can become infected by ISAv, the virus is only known to cause disease and mortality in Atlantic salmon, and the only documented cases of ISA are in farmed Atlantics (reviewed in [@cox036C57]). ISAv virulence derives from deletions in the stalk region of the HE protein and insertions near the proteolytic-cleavage site of the precursor F0 protein ([@cox036C77]). Wild-type ISAv found naturally in Brown trout populations does not contain the deletion in the stalk region in segment 6; it is hypothesized that this deletion may predominantly occur in Atlantic salmon under high density culture ([@cox036C55]). When it does occur in wild salmon, it could impose unobserved mortality in smolts in the early marine environment ([@cox036C69]), but is expected to be highly limited in transmission potential due to high pathogenicity ([@cox036C3]).

Viruses PMCv, PRv and Salmon alphavirus (SAv), and cause chronic, slow progressing diseases in farmed Atlantic salmon, with (generally low) mortality occurring over several months ([@cox036C48]; [@cox036C59]; [@cox036C32]). Given their chronic nature, these infectious agents can be present and shed from salmon within farmed populations for a prolonged period of time, which theoretically enhances their risk of transmission to and within wild fish populations. Importantly, the diseases caused by these viruses, all of which cause inflammation of the heart, can affect swimming behavior, causing either lethargy or erratic swimming ([@cox036C48]; [@cox036C32]; [@cox036C25]), sub-lethal physiological impacts that may not be detrimental to farmed fish (i.e. a slow day on the farm) but carry significantly enhanced risk of predation in wild fish. However, while two of the viruses have been observed in wild salmon (PMCv and PRv) ([@cox036C16], [@cox036C17]; [@cox036C67]) to date there is evidence of (mild) disease in wild populations only for PMCv ([@cox036C59]). PRv is the only virus of the three detected in the Pacific Northwest (Miller, unpublished data), being fairly ubiquitous in farmed Atlantic and Chinook salmon, and detected in most Pacific salmon species ([@cox036C46]), albeit at considerably lower prevalence. PRv has been associated both with HSMI in Atlantic salmon and jaundice syndrome-related diseases in Pacific salmon in Norway (Rainbow trout---[@cox036C56]) and Chile (Coho salmon---[@cox036C20]). While challenge studies with the North American strain of PRv (98% similar to strains in Norway) have not resulted in compelling evidence of disease ([@cox036C18], [@cox036C19]), clearly both diseases described in farmed salmon in Norway and Chile do exist in association with PRv in BC ([@cox036C10]; Miller, unpublished data), and wild fish with the outward appearance of jaundice (yellowing of the belly and under the eye) have been observed. The fact that this virus can be observed in both farm and wild settings, sometimes at modest to high loads, in the absence of histological presentation of disease, has caused some to question whether PRv can cause disease in wild fish ([@cox036C17]; [@cox036C46]). However, our analyses of farm audit salmon provided evidence that the VDD biomarkers were able to discriminate fish diagnosed with HSMI (Atlantic salmon) and jaundice (Pacific salmon), both associated with PRv, from viral negative fish and from fish diagnosed with bacterial or parasitic diseases.

For many viruses, challenge studies have already demonstrated impacts on physiological performance, which as suggested previously, may enhance impacts of sub-lethal disease in wild fish. Secondary impacts associated with enhanced predation risk may ensue if visual acuity, swim performance, and/or feeding and growth are affected ([@cox036C51]). Impacts on swim performance have been demonstrated in association with disease from IHNv, ISAv, IPNv, VHSv ([@cox036C49]), PMCv ([@cox036C25]) and PRv ([@cox036C32]). Impacts on feeding and growth, which may also have ramification on size-selective predation and energetic potential for predation escapement, have also been demonstrated for IPNv ([@cox036C49]), PRv ([@cox036C32]), SAv ([@cox036C47]) and VHSv ([@cox036C4]). Enhanced pathogenicity has been demonstrated for several viruses in association with elevated water temperatures (IHNv---La Patra *et al.*, 1979, IPNv---[@cox036C13], VEN/ENV---[@cox036C33]). As a result, these viruses may show stronger impacts on both wild and farmed salmon in a warming climate.

While tools merging disease-predictive host biomarkers with broad-based pathogen monitoring could be of high relevance to human and veterinary health diagnostics fields, they are equally important for disease studies in natural systems whereby sick and dying individuals are not readily available for diagnosis. The identification of a unique set of biomarkers that can differentiate across viral species latent infections from disease states underscores the conserved nature of the host response to viral infection that even crosses broad species borders (humans to fish). Given the consistency across salmon and human studies, it is highly probable that many of these biomarkers will be transportable to viral diseases in other wildlife species. Hence, this molecular diagnostic technology could begin to fill the need for better diagnostics capabilities to identify a wide range of pathogens and infectious diseases in wildlife ([@cox036C9]). Molecular diagnostics applied in conjunction with biotelemetry studies can further demonstrate whether there is an association between migratory survival and infection and/or disease status of individuals. If combined with predation studies, as in [@cox036C15] or [@cox036C51], one could also demonstrate whether diseased individuals are more susceptible to predation, and given knowledge of the pathogens present, which diseases are likely associated with greater risk. All of this information can be gained with a conservation-based approach that does not require lethal sampling to demonstrate disease (as is required with traditional histopathology), and can be effectively applied even in situations where individuals with late-stage diseases are rare.
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